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Abstract 
We investigate classes of Boolean algebras related to the notion of forcing that adds Cohen 
reals. A Cohen algebra is a Boolean algebra that is dense in the completion of a free Boolean 
algebra. We introduce and study generalizations of Cohen algebras: semi-Cohen algebras, pseudo- 
Cohen algebras and potentially Cohen algebras. These classes of Boolean algebras are closed 
under completion. 
1. Introduction 
For an infinite cardinal rc, let C, denote the complete Boolean algebra that adjoins K 
Cohen reals. C, is the completion of the free Boolean algebra on K generators; equiv- 
alently, C, is the algebra of all regular open subsets of the topological product space 
(0, l}“. We call a Boolean algebra B a Cohen algebra if the completion of B is C,. 
We investigate Boolean algebras that closely resemble Cohen algebras, particularly 
the class of algebras called semi-Cohen. These algebras were introduced in 1992 by 
Fuchino and Jech, motivated by Koppelberg’s work on Cohen algebras [lo]. The work 
on this project was done between 1992 and 1995 during Balcar’s visits at Penn State 
and Jech’s visits in Prague. 
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Semi-Cohen (called regularly filtered) and related Boolean algebras are also the 
subject of a recent monograph by Heindorf and Shapiro [7]. Their work deals with 
generalizations of projectivity and uses algebraic, rather than set theoretic, methods 
and point of view. 
A game property equivalent to semi-Cohen also appears in [4]. 
An application of semi-Cohen algebras in topological dynamics appears in [l]. 
Definition 1.1. A Boolean algebra B of uniform density IC is semi-Cohen if [B]O has 
a closed unbounded set of countable regular subalgebras of B. 
Every Cohen algebra is semi-Cohen. In Section 3 we prove the following character- 
ization of Cohen algebras, a slight improvement of results due to Koppelberg [lo] and 
Bandlow [2]: 
Theorem 3.2. Let u be an uncountable cardinal and let B be a Boolean algebra of 
untform density K. Then B is a Cohen algebra tf and only tf the set 
{AEW’: A dre@J 
contains a closed unbounded set C with the property 
tf A~,A~EC then (A~UA~JEC, 
where (Al UAz) is the subalgebra of B generated by Al UA2. 
It is not difficult to see that every regular subalgebra, of uniform density, of a semi- 
Cohen algebra is itself semi-Cohen (cf. Theorem 4.1). In particular, every complete 
subalgebra of uniform density of C, is semi-Cohen. Thus, the concept of semi-Cohen 
algebras is relevant to the following problems (cf. [9, 81): 
Is every complete subalgebra of C, of untform density isomorphic to some CJ.? 
This problem was recently solved by Koppelberg and Shelah in [ 1 l] and we return 
to it below. 
In Section 4 we investigate semi-Cohen algebras. Among the results of Section 4 
are these (some have also been proved by Fuchino): 
Theorem 4.3. Let B be a Boolean algebra of uniform density. The following are 
equivalent: 
(a) B is a semi-Cohen algebra. 
(b) VP k B is a Cohen algebra, where P is the o-closed collapse of IBI onto N,. 
(c) There exists a proper forcing P such that VP k B is Cohen. 
(d) The second player has a winning strategy in the infinite game 9 in which two 
players select in turn elements ao, bo,al, bl,. . . of B and the second player wins 
if({ao,bo,al,bl,...})dregB. 
(e) [4] I has a winning strategy in the following game .X: I plays elements ai of B 
and II plays elements bi < ai. I wins ifs Cbi = 1. 
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Theorem 4.5. Let {B,: CI ~29) be a continuous increasing chain of semi-Cohen Boolean 
algebras such that B, GregBE+, for every c(. Then UaizP B, is semi-Cohen. 
Theorem 4.6. (a) If A and B are semi-Cohen algebras then AxB is semi-Cohen. 
(b) If A is semi-Cohen and VA k B is semi-Cohen then A * B is semi-Cohen. 
(c) If B is semi-Cohen and if W is an extension of the universe then W k B is 
semi-Cohen. 
In Section 5 we present some examples: 
Theorem 5.2. There exists a semi-Cohen algebra of density N2 that cannot be em- 
bedded as a regular subalgebra into a Cohen algebra. 
Theorem 5.11. There exists an increasing o-chain of Cohen algebras B,, with 
B, d regBn+l whose union is not a Cohen algebra. 
We also give a simplified proof of the result of Koppelberg and Shelah mentioned 
above: 
Theorem 5.1 (Koppelberg and Shelah [ll]). For every K>Nz, C, has a complete sub- 
algebra of untform density rc that is not Cohen. 
We mention a related result from [7, 6.3.21: a construction of an rc-filtered Boolean 
algebra (hence semi-Cohen) that is not a Cohen algebra. 
In Section 6 we consider pseudo-Cohen algebras: 
Definition 6.1. A Boolean algebra B of uniform density K is pseudo-Cohen if it has a 
stationary set of countable regular subalgebras. 
Clearly, every semi-Cohen algebra is pseudo-Cohen, and every regular subalgebra of 
a pseudo-Cohen algebra is pseudo-Cohen (cf. Theorem 6.2). We characterize pseudo- 
Cohen algebras, prove preservation properties, and give some examples: 
Theorem 6.3. Let B be an algebra of uniform density K. The,following are equivalent: 
(a) B is a pseudo-Cohen. 
(b) There exists an No-distributive forcing P such that VP k B is Cohen. 
(c) The jirst player does not have a winning strategy in the game $9. 
Proposition 6.4. If B is pseudo-Cohen and W is a proper-forcing extension of the 
universe then W k B is pseudo-Cohen. 
Theorem 6.5. There exists a pseudo-Cohen algebra that is not semi-Cohen. 
In Section 7 we consider a further generalization: 
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Definition 7.1. A Boolean algebra B of uniform density is potentially Cohen if there 
exists a forcing P preserving Ni such that VP k B is Cohen. 
By Theorem 6.2(b), every pseudo-Cohen algebra is potentially Cohen. As for the 
converse, we present two results: 
Theorem 1.2. The continuum hypothesis implies that every potentially Cohen algebra 
is pseudo-Cohen. 
Theorem 7.3. It is consistent (andfollows from MA+XH) that the measure algebra 
(which is not pseudo-Cohen) is potentially Cohen. 
Theorems 5.2 and 6.5 were known to Fuchino previously. 
2. Preliminaries 
For a Boolean algebra B, we denote B+ the set of all nonzero elements. We use 
+, and - to denote Boolean-algebraic operations and < for the Boolean algebraic 
ordering (inclusion). Infinite sums and products, when they exist, are denoted C and 
II. If B is a Boolean algebra and X C B, we denote 
(X)= n {A : A is a subalgebra of B and XCA) 
the subalgebra generated by X. Every element of (X) can be written as the sum 
pI + ... + pn where each pi is &Xi. 311x2. . . . . ixk with xi,...,xk~X. If A is a 
subalgebra of B and bl, . . . , b, E B, we let 
A(bi,..., b,)=(AU{b,,...,b,]). 
Note that 
A(b)={al .b+(a;! - b): al,a;!EA}. 
Definition 2.1. A subalgebra A of B is a regular subalgebra 
if for any X CA, if CAX exists then CAX=CBX. 
The following equivalences are well known; cf. [9]: 
Lemma 2.2. The following are equivalent: 
(a) A GregB, 
(b) every maximal antichain in A is maximal in B, 
(c) for every b E Bf there exists some aEA+ such that no XEA+ exists with the 
property that x d a and x . b = 0. 
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A set D C B is dense in B if for every bEBf there exists a deD with Q<d < b. 
The density of B is the least size of a dense subset of B. B has uniform density if for 
every UEB+, B Ia has the same density. (Every Boolean algebra can be decomposed 
into algebras of uniform density.) For every Boolean algebra B there exists a unique 
complete Boolean algebra B, the completion of B, such that B is dense in p. The next 
lemma summarizes some known facts about regular subalgebras: 
Lemma 2.3. 
(a) If A is a finite subalgebra of B then A GregB. 
(b) ZfA<,,B and BGregC then Ab,,C. 
(c) Zf A is a subalgebra of B, B is a subalgebra of C and if A dreg C then A < Teg B. 
(d) Zf A is a dense subalgebra of B then A Greg B. 
(e) Adre,B ifand only ifA<,,B. 
(f) Zf A and B are complete then A < reg B tf and only if A is a complete subalgebra 
of B. 
(g) Zf {AiIiEt is a directed system of algebras such that A, <,A, whenever i d j, 
and tf B = UiEI Ai, then Ai dTe,B for ~11 i EZ. 
If A is a subalgebra of B and b E B, then the (upper) projection of b to A is the 
smallest element a EA, if it exists, such that b 6 a. The projection of b is denoted 
prA(b). 
If prA(b) exists for all bEA, then A< , reg B, and the lower projection prA(b) exists 
for all bE B, where prA(b) = the largest u < b in A. 
A set XZB is independent if 
for all (distinct) xi,. . . , x, EX. A Boolean algebra B is free over X if X is independent 
and B = (X). The free algebra over X is unique up to isomorphism and will be denoted 
Frx. We note that Frx is isomorphic to the set algebra of all clopen sets of the Cantor 
space { 0,l }X. We also note that if XC_ Y then Frx < reg Fry. 
If A is an (uncountable) set, we denote by [A]” the set of all countable subsets of 
A, and by [Alcw the set of all finite subsets of A. A set C G[A]” is closed unbounded 
if C is closed under unions of countable chains and for every XE [Alw there exists a 
y E C with x C y. Some facts about closed unbounded sets: 
Lemma 2.4. 
(a) Zf C C [Alo is closed unbounded then there exists a function F : [A]<” + A such 
that 
C>{XE[A]~:F(~)E x whenever e E [xl<,}. 
(b) Zf C is closed unbounded and D 2 C is countable and directed under inclusion 
then UDEC. 
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(c) If C GIAlw is closed unbounded and ACIB, then {XE [Blw: x~IAEC} is closed 
unbounded in [BIW. 
(d) If C is closed unbounded in [B]O and if A g B then {xnA: XE C} contains a 
closed unbounded set in [Alw. 
If (P, <) is a notion of forcing then B(P) will denote the corresponding complete 
Boolean algebra, and VP = VecP) th e corresponding Boolean-valued model. 
3. Cohen algebras 
For every infinite cardinal K, let C, be the complete Boolean algebra that adjoins K 
Cohen reals. In other words, C, is the completion of Fr,, the free algebra on K 
generators; more generally, let Cx = Frx for any set X 
Definition 3.1. A Boolean algebra B is a Cohen algebra if B= C, for some infinite 
cardinal K. 
In this section we prove the following characterization of Cohen algebras, that is a 
slight improvement of results of Koppelberg [lo] and Bandlow [2]. 
Theorem 3.2. Let B be an infinite Boolean algebra of uniform density. B is a Cohen 
algebra if and only if the set {AE [B]O: A<,,B} contains a closed unbounded set C 
with the property 
(*) if AI,AzEC, then (Al UAZ)EC. 
We remark that if B is a countable atomless algebra then B is a Cohen algebra, 
and the condition is satisfied trivially, since C = {B} is (trivially) a closed unbounded 
subset of [Blw. 
We shall prove Theorem 3.2 in a sequence of lemmas. Throughout, we assume that 
B has uniform density. 
Lemma 3.3. If B is a dense subalgebra of C, then B has the property in Theorem 3.2. 
Proof. Let C be the set of all countable subalgebras A of B with the property that 
there exists a countable set S c K such that A is a dense subset of B f? Cs and B n Cs 
is a dense subset of Cs. We shall prove that every A E C is a regular subalgebra of B, 
that C is closed unbounded and that (*) is satisfied. 
Let AE C, with S being a witness. Since BflCs is dense in Cs and Cs Greg& we 
have BnCs dreg C,, and because B is dense in C, it follows that BnCs GrepB. Since 
A is dense in BfXs, we have AdrepB. 
To show that C is unbounded, let a EB be arbitrary; we shall find an A EC such 
that a E A. First, because C, has the countable chain condition, there exists a countable 
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Sa C k: such that a E Cs,. Second, again using the countable chain condition, and because 
B is dense in C,, there exists a countable SC K such that So 5 S and that B n Cs is 
dense in Cs. Finally, there is a countable subalgebra A of B such that aEA and that 
A is dense in BflCs. 
To show that C is closed, let {A,}EO be an increasing chain in C and let A=U,“=,A,. 
Let {Sn},M=O be witnesses for the A,,. For each n, A, is dense in Cs,, and a subalgebra 
of C&+, ; hence S,, C S,,,i . Since for each n, A,, is dense in Cs,, it follows that A is 
dense in lJnEOC,s,,; but the latter is dense in CS where S = UE, S,. Hence, A is dense 
in B n CS which is dense in Cs. 
Finally, we shall verify (*). Let Al,Al EC and let Si, S, be such that Ai is dense 
in Cs, , for i = 1,2. We shall show that A = (Al UAz) is dense in Cs where S = Si US,. 
Let by Cg be arbitrary; we shall find al EAT and a2 EAT such that 0 # al . a2 
< b. 
The algebra Cs has as a dense set Cohen’s forcing Ps, the set of all finite O-l - 
functions on S. Let pi Ps be such that p < b. Let p1 = p 1 S1 and p2 = p r &. First 
we find some al EAT such that al < pl, and then some q1 EP~, such that q1 < al. Let 
q2 = p2 r (&\Si ) U (41 1 S2); we have q2 E Ps,. Now we find some a2 EA; such that 
a2 d q2. We claim that al a2 # 0: there exists some t-2 gPs2 such that r2 < a2, and 
then r2 U (41 r (Si \&)) E Ps is below both al and a2. 0 
This lemma proves one direction of Theorem 3.2. For the other direction, we first 
prove that the property in Theorem 3.2 implies that B has the countable chain condition. 
In fact, we prove a stronger assertion and use it in Section 4. 
Lemma 3.4. Let B be a Boolean algebra such {AE [B]“‘: A <,,B} is stationary. Then 
B has the countable chain condition. 
Proof. Let W be a maximal antichain in B. Consider the model M = (B, <, W). There 
exists a stationary set of countable submodels A+M such that A d,,B. It follows that 
W f~ A is a maximal antichain in A and therefore in B. Hence, W = W f’ A and is 
countable. 0 
The following lemma is due to Vladimirov [16, Lemma VII.31. 
Lemma 3.5. Let B be a complete Boolean algebra of uniform density and let A be a 
complete subalgebra of B of density less than the density of B. For every v E B there 
exists a UEB such that a. u # 0 # a - u for all aEA+, and YEA(U). 
We shall call u independent over A. 
Lemma 3.6. Let B have a closed unbounded set C of countable regular subalgebras, 
closed under (Al UA2). Let Y be a collection of all subalgebras of B of the form 
(US) where SCC. Then every A ~9’ is a regular subalgebra of B. 
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Proof. This is true for every finite SCC, and because C is closed, it is also true for 
every countable S c C. For an arbitrary S, let W be a maximal antichain in ( l_l S). 
By Lemma 3.4, W is countable, and so WC ( U SO) for some countable Sa C S. Since 
( lJ SO) d regB, W is a maximal antichain in B. Hence ( U S) < regB. 0 
We shall now complete the proof of Theorem 3.2. Let B be an infinite Boolean 
algebra of uniform density K > o and let C be a closed unbounded subset of [Blw 
consisting of regular subalgebras of B and satisfying (*). Let 
Y= {(us): see}. 
and let D = {d,: CI < K} c Bi be a dense subset of B. 
If Al and A2 are subalgebras of B we say that A, and A2 are co-dense if for every 
at E At there exists some a2 E At with a2 < al, and for every a2 E A: there exists some 
ui EAR with ui < a2. 
We shall construct, by induction on tl< JC, two continuous chains GO c Gi c.. . 
c G, c . . . and BoCBl c...cB,c... such that 
(1) B,E~, 
(2) G, is an independent subset of B, 
(3) A, = (G,) and B, are co-dense, 
(4) & E&+1, 
(5) GE+1 - G, is countable. 
This will prove that B is a Cohen algebra, because by (4), IJ,,, B, is dense in B, 
hence U,,, A, is dense in B, and it follows that g = FrG where G = U,,, G,. 
At limit stages of the construction, we let B, = UBCx BP and G, = UP<? Gg; clearly, 
(l)-(3) are satisfied. 
Thus, assume that we have constructed B, and G,, and find G,+i and B,+I. Since A, _- 
is dense in K and x is a complete subalgebra of B, A, is a complete subalgebra of B. 
Also, if ui,..., u, EB then &(ui , . . . , u,) is a complete algebra of B. 
Since IAl/ < K and IC is the uniform density of B, we find, by Lemma 3.5, for 
every b EB some u EB independent over & such that b E&(u). More generally, 
if b,ul,..., u, EB then there exists some u independent over A,(ui,. . . ,u,) such that 
bE&(ul,.. . ,un,u). 
Given UEB, there exist countably many {b,}EO c B such that Cz,b, = u. Then 
there exists some XEC such that {b,}, C_X and so (B, UX) is dense in A,(U). There- 
fore, there exist a countable set {~~},“,a CR, and some B,+I EY such that d, EB,+~, 
that G,+i = G, U {u,},““,, is independent and that A,+1 = (Cm+,) and B,+l are co-dense. 
4. Semi-Cohen algebras 
Motivated by the characterization of Cohen algebras, Fuchino and Jech introduced 
in 1992 the following property: a Boolean algebra B of uniform density is called 
semi-Cohen if it has a closed unbounded set of countable regular subalgebras. 
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We start with the following observation: 
Theorem 4.1. If B is semi-Cohen and I$ A is a regular subalgebra of B of untform 
density then A is semi-Cohen. 
Proof. The family [B]O contains a closed unbounded subset of regular subalgebras 
of B. Since A dreg B, there exists for every bEB+ some a GA+ such that a - b does 
not have any x d a - b in A+. Let F: B+ --+ A+ be a function that to each be B+ 
assigns such an a E A+. Let C C [B]” be a closed unbounded set of regular subalgebras, 
closed under F. 
If X E C then A f’ X < reg X because X is closed under F. Every maximal antichain 
in AnX is maximal in X, hence in B (because X Greg B), hence in A. So AfM Greg A. 
There is a closed unbounded set D C [Alw such that D C {XnA :X E C}. D witnesses 
that A is semi-Cohen. q 
Another consequence of Definition 1.1 is 
Theorem 4.2. Zf B is a semi-Cohen algebra and B has density N1 then B is a Cohen 
algebra. 
Proof. If B is semi-Cohen, and if IB( = HI then B is Cohen, because every closed 
unbounded subset of [BIW contains a closed unbounded subset that is a chain under 
inclusion, hence closed under finite unions. If B has density Ni, let A be a dense 
subalgebra of B of size Ht. A is semi-Cohen by Theorem 4.1 and therefore Cohen, and 
since x =B, B is Cohen. 0 
As a consequence, we have the following corollary: If B is a Cohen algebra and 
A 6res B has uniform density Ni, then A is a Cohen algebra. This fact was previously 
known to Koppelberg [9]. 
We shall now give equivalent characterizations of semi-Cohen algebras. 
Theorem 4.3. Let B be a Boolean algebra of uniform density. The following are 
equivalent: 
(a) B is semi-Cohen. 
(b) VP k B is Cohen, where P is the o-closed collapse of ]BI onto N1. 
(c) There exists a proper forcing P such that VP k B is Cohen. 
(d) The second player has a winning strategy in the injinite game 9 in which two 
players select in turn elements ao, bo, aI, bl, . . . of the algebra B, and the second 
player wins if ({ao, bo, al, bl, . , .}) dreg B. 
(e) I has a winning strategy in the following game %: I plays elements ai of B and 
II plays elements bi < ai. I wins IF Cbi = 1. 
The game Z is introduced in [4] where the equivalence of (e) with semi-Cohen is 
proved. 
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First we state a corollary of this theorem: 
Corollary 4.4. An algebra B is semi-Cohen if and only if B is semi-Cohen. 
Proof. One direction follows from Theorem 4.1, since B < reg B. Thus, assume that B 
is semi-Cohen, and show that B is. 
Let A =B. Let P be the collapse (with countable conditions) of IAl onto Ni. In 
VP, B is dense in A and is a Cohen algebra; hence A is Cohen in VP. Hence A is 
semi-Cohen in V. 0 
To prove Theorem 4.3 we first prove that (a) and (b) are equivalent. Let P be the 
collapse of IBI onto Ni with countable conditions. By Theorem 4.2, if B is semi-Cohen 
in VP then B is Cohen. Thus, it suffices to show that VP k “B is semi-Cohen” if 
and only if B is semi-Cohen. 
As P does not add new countable sets of ordinals, [B]” is the same in VP as in V. 
Using property (c) of Lemma 2.2 we see that for every A E [Blw, A dreg B if and only 
ifVP kAAdre,B. 
Let S be the set of all countable regular subalgebras of B. If S contains a closed 
unbounded set C, then VP k C is closed unbounded. Conversely, if S does not contain 
a closed unbounded set, then because P is proper, VP I= S does not contain a closed 
unbounded set. Hence, B is semi-Cohen if and only if VP k B is semi-Cohen. 
A similar argument establishes the equivalence of (a) with (c): As (c) follows from 
(b), let us assume that P is proper and VP k B is semi-Cohen. Let S be the set of 
all countable regular subalgebras. If B were not semi-Cohen then [B]” - S would be 
stationary, therefore stationary in VP, contrary to the assumption that B is semi-Cohen 
in VP. 
To see that (a) and (d) are equivalent, consider the game 9. If F : Bcw + B is a 
winning strategy for the second player then the set C of all countable subalgebras of 
B closed under F is closed unbounded and all of its elements are regular subalgebras. 
Conversely, if [Blw has a closed unbounded set of regular subalgebras then it is easy 
to find a winning strategy for the second player, using Lemma 2.4(a). 
For the convenience of the reader we outline the proof of the equivalence of (a) and 
(e), which is the content of Theorem 1.6 of [4]. If I has a winning strategy r~ in 2, 
then the club C of all countable subalgebras of B closed under 0 consists of regular 
subalgebras: if A E C were not regular then there would be some maximal antichain W 
in A and some bEB+ incompatible with IV. Then II can play moves bi < a, within A 
incompatible with b. In the end, Cb, I b, contradicting the assumption on G. 
Conversely, if there is a club C consisting of regular subalgebras of B, I wins the 
game by catching her tail: make sure that A = {ai}i = {bi}i E C. Then in A, Cbi = 1, 
and by regularity, Cb, = 1 in B. Cl 
Next we shall prove that the class of semi-Cohen algebras is closed under unions of 
regular chains. In the next Section we show that this is not necessarily true for Cohen 
algebras. 
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Theorem 4.5. Let {B, : c( < 19} be a continuous increasing chain of semi-Cohen 
Boolean algebras such that B, Greg B,+t for every CI. Then Uncti B, is semi-Cohen, 
provided it has uniform density. 
Let us remark that uniform density need not be preserved by limits of chains. The 
theorem is analogous to Sfepin’s Theorem on openly generated Boolean algebras [5]. 
Proof. Let {B, : CI < 6) be a regular continuous chain of semi-Cohen algebras with 
limit B = Bd. By Lemma 2.2 we can choose pseudo-projections nap : Bp + B, for all 
c1 < b < 19, i.e. functions such that for every b E Bi and for every x E Bz, if x < z&b) 
then x . b # 0. 
Let 2 be a sufficiently large regular cardinal. We will show that for every countable 
elementary submodel M of (H;, E, B, {B,},, {q~}~g), B fl M is a regular subalgebra 
of B. This will show that B is semi-Cohen. 
Fix the model A4 and let y = sup M n IJ. For every b E B+ we must find an a E B n A4 
such that every nonzero x E B n M below a is compatible with b. Fix some b E Bf . Let 
b, = n,e(b); there is some a E y fU4 such that b, E B,. Since B, is semi-Cohen, B, n M 
is a regular subalgebra of B, and there is an a E B, n A4 such that every nonzero 
z E B, n A4 below a is compatible with b,. We claim that this a works. 
To show that, let x E B nM be below a; we will prove that x. b # 0. Let y = Q(X); 
a.yisanonzeroelementofB,nM,a.ydaandsoa,y.b,#Obythechoiceofa. 
Since y = X,$(X) and a . y . b, 6 y, we conclude that a . y . b, . x # 0. By the same 
reasoning a . y . b:. . x . b # 0 and therefore x . b # 0, as needed. 0 
The next theorem lists other closure properties of the class of semi-Cohen algebras. 
Theorem 4.6. (a) If A and B are semi-Cohen algebras then A x B is semi-Cohen. 
(b) If A is semi-Cohen and VA k B is semi-Cohen then A *B is semi-Cohen. 
(c) If B is semi-Cohen and W is an extension of the universe then W k B is 
semi-Cohen. 
By (b) and by Theorem 4.5, any finite support iteration of semi-Cohen algebras is 
semi-Cohen, provided it has uniform density. Note also that the class of all Cohen 
algebras also has properties (a)-(c). 
Proof. (a) is an easy consequence of property (b) of Theorem 4.3. A similar argument 
proves (b): Let P be the g-closed collapse of IA * 81, and note that B is Cohen in 
( VP)A. thus A *B is Cohen in VP. 
To irove (c), we use property (e) of Theorem 4.3. Let cr be a winning strategy for 
the first player in the game 2. The following statement is a theorem of ZFC: 
cr is a winning strategy if and only if for every b E B the tree Tb = {g : g is a fi- 
(*) nite play of the game %’ according to g such that II’s answers are incompatible 
with b} is well-founded. 
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For example, if (T is not a winning strategy then there is a play ao,bo,ai, bl, . . . of 
the game 2 according to cr such that Cbj # 1. Consequently, if b is incompatible with 
Cbi then this play is an infinite path through the tree Tb. 
Now the wellfoundedness of trees Tb in (*) is absolute between transitive models of 
set theory. Therefore any winning strategy (r for I remains a winning strategy in any 
extension W of the universe and so W k B is semi-Cohen. 0 
The forcing properties of semi-Cohen algebras are much like those of Cohen alge- 
bras; e.g. only Cohen reals are added. We include the following lemma that will be 
needed in Section 5. 
Lemma 4.7. Semi-Cohen forcings do not add new branches to trees of height wl. 
Proof. For contradiction, let P be semi-Cohen, let T be a tree of height 01 and let 
PEP force that & is a new branch through T. Choose a sufficiently large regular 
cardinal 1 and a countable elementary submodel A4 of Hi, that contains P, p,b, T. 
Let y =A4 n wi and choose a condition q < p and some t at level y of T such 
that q II t EA. Since P is semi-Cohen, the poset P r3 M is regular in P and there 
is an rcP c7 A4 such that any extension of r in A4 is compatible with q. But then, 
c = {s E T: there is some extension of r forcing s into &} is a branch through T and 
so Y IE & = c, contradicting our assumption. 0 
It should be remarked that the lemma can be easily adapted for the two generaliza- 
tions of semi-Cohenness in Sections 6 and 7. 
The last result of this section is the following theorem: 
Theorem 4.8. Every semi-Cohen complete Boolean algebra B of density K contains 
C, as a complete subalgebra. 
Proof. Let B be a semi-Cohen complete Boolean algebra of uncountable density K. 
(The case when K = No is trivial.) There exists a function F : Bcw --f B such that every 
countable subalgebra of B closed under F is a regular subalgebra. First we claim that 
every subalgebra of B closed under F is a regular subalgebra. Let A be a subalgebra 
of B closed under F and let W be a maximal antichain in A. Let Al be the smallest 
subalgebra of B closed under F such that W c A 1. Then Al is a subalgebra of A, and 
W is a maximal antichain in Al. As Al is countable, it is a regular subalgebra of B 
and so W is a maximal antichain in B. 
Using F, we can find a continuous chain of regular subalgebras of B of size less 
than rc, whose union is dense in B. Thus there exist complete Boolean subalgebras B, 
of B, cc < K, each of density < K, such that B, c Bg whenever a < 8, and for every 
limit 1, Uarci B, is dense in B),. As B has uniform density K, we may assume that for 
every CI, VBZ k Br+l : B, is nontrivial. Thus, B=B(P) where P is the finite support 
iteration of (0, : a < K), with 0, = B,+l : B,. 
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We now claim that P (in fact every finite support iteration of nontrivial forcings) 
embeds C,. For each a, let ti, E VBY be a name for an element of B,+t : B, such that 
VB7 + O#&# 1. 
If PEP then we can find some stronger q with the property that for every M E 
support(q), q decides &E G, where G is the name for the generic ultrafilter. Let Q 
be the dense subset of P consisting of all q with such a property. For every qE Q, 
let h(q) be the O-l function on support(q) such that h(q)(a)= 1 just in case q It- 
li,EG;. 
Let P, be the (version of) Cohen forcing consisting of all finite O-l functions 
f with dom( f) c K; we have B(P,) = C,. The function h maps Q onto P, and has 
the property that for every q E Q and every f I h(q) there is some q’ d q such that 
h(q’) > f. Hence, h witnesses that P, embeds regularly into Q, and so C, embeds into 
B as a complete subalgebra. 0 
5. Examples 
By Theorem 4.2, there is only one complete semi-Cohen algebra of uniform density 
Ni, namely the Cohen algebra C,, . In this section we show that for higher densities 
there are other, significantly different, semi-Cohen algebras. 
Since semi-Cohenness is inherited by complete subalgebras, we can find semi-Cohen 
algebras looking at complete subalgebras of Cmz. But are not all of these again iso- 
morphic to C,,? [8, 91. The following result from [l l] shows that this is not the case 
and thereby provides a new kind of semi-Cohen algebras. 
Theorem 5.1 (Koppelberg and Shelah [ 111). There is a complete subalgebra of Cm2 
of uniform density N2 which is not isomorphic to C,?. 
Proof. Let us define a partially ordered set P as follows: 
P = {z : z is a function, dam(z) E [wZ] <w, ran(z) c o<O}. 
We order P by z 6 w if z is a coordinatewise extension of w and for tl# fi both 
in dam(w) if nEdom(z(a) - W(N)) and nEdom(z(P)) then z(a)(n)#z(p)(n). Thus, 
P is the forcing for adding a sequence of w2 eventually different reals. If G 2 P 
is a generic filter then G can be decoded from a P-generic sequence of functions 
(f% : a < w2) c: ow, where f#= U{z(u):z~G}. 
Let B =B(P). We shall prove that the algebra B witnesses the statement of the 
theorem. First, a helpful observation. 
Lemma 5.2. The algebra B is isomorphic to the completion of the poset R, a $nite 
support iteration 
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such that for every CY < 012 the poset R, forces: 
(1) The Ql generic is given by a real fi, 
(2) QU = {(s,a) :sEw<~, a E [a] <“} ordered by (t, b) d (s, a) ifs C t, a C b and ‘dn E 
dom(t - s) VJBEa t(n) # fp(n), 
(3) the Q,-term i is dejined by Qa If ‘tr’, = U {SEO’~ : (s,0) E 6}“, where 6 is the 
name for the Q,-generic jilter, 
(4) Qi is a separative partial order of uniform density 1~11 + No_ 
Proof. Left to the reader. 0 
Following the lemma, we shall represent the algebra B as B = U,,,, B,, where 
B, = B(R,). The following two lemmas finish the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
Lemma 5.3. B is not isomorphic to C,,. 
Lemma 5.4. B can be completely embedded into C,,,. 
Proof of Lemma 5.3. For contradiction, assume that h : B --f C,, is an isomorphism. 
Then by a simple closure argument, there is an CI, wi < c( < 02, such that h”B, = C,. 
We reach a contradiction working in V ‘,. Let Ql, fi be as defined in Lemma 5.2; 
we have Q* E Vcz. Since the residue forcing C,, : C, is Cohen, every real added by it 
comes from a C,-extension of V ‘,. In particular, the real fi comes from such an exten- 
sion. Since fi determines a Q,-generic filter (Lemma 5.2(l)) we have B(Ql) dreg C,. 
This is a contradiction, since B(Qa) has uniform density Ni (Lemma 5.2(4)) and C, 
has uniform density No. 0 
Proof of Lemma 5.4. We define another forcing S by S= {w : w is a finite function 
with dam(w) C (~2 x 2) U (02) such that 
(1) (a,O)~dom(w) + w(x,O)EO<“, 
(2) (cI, 1) Edom(w) + w(a, l)~w, 
(3) 02 ~dom(w) + W(U)Z) is a finite function from wcw to o which is one-to-one on 
each o”, nEo}. 
We order S by w d v if dam(v) c dam(w) and 
(1) (a, 0) E dam(v) * NC 0) C ~(a, O), 
(2) (a, 1) E dam(u) + ~(a, 1) = W(LY, l), 
(3) 02 E dam(v) + ~(02) C ~(02). 
Let G C S be a generic filter. The forcing is designed to add by finite conditions 
functions k, h, g,(a < 02): 
(1) ga= U{W((~,O)):WEG}E~J~, 
(2) h:cu2 ---f o defined by h(a)=n if ((cc, l),n)EG, 
(3) k= U(w(o2): WEG} is a function from wcw which is one-to-one on each w”. 
Note that gr : c( < cuz are mutually generic Cohen reals. 
Obviously, B(S) = C,, and it is enough to find a complete embedding of B(P) = B 
into B(S). We show how to read off a P-generic sequence ( fa : CY < ~02) from a generic 
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filter G C S and define the associated projection pr : B(S) --+ B on a dense set D 2 S. 
The verification is left to the reader. 
So let G 2 S be generic, k, h, gr E V[G] as above. In V[G], we define fa : o + o by 
fa 1 h(a) = ga r h(~), h(n) = k(g, t (n + 1)) for n 3 44. 
To define the projection, we let D be the set of all w E S such that (1) (c(, 0) E dam(w) 
iff (x, 1) ~dom(w), (2) the sequences w(cc,O), (a,O) l dom(w), are pairwise distinct and 
there is an integer new such that w(cI,O)EO”, and w(c(, 1) < n, and (3) w2 Edom(w) 
and dom(w(w2)) = {shoe” : s is an initial segment of some w(a, O)}. 
It is immediate that D C S is dense. We define pr(w), for w E D, to be the z E P for 
which: 
(1) dam(z) = {CY : (a,O) E dam(w)}, 
(2) Z(U) tw(a, l)=w(tl,O) ]w(a, 1) andz(cc)(m)=w(wz)(w(cc,O)) I(m+l> for W(LX, 1) d 
m < dom(w(a,O)). 0 
Semi-Cohen algebras with more complicated properties can be produced using similar 
methods. For example, the forcing from [6] is similar to the one we just described. 
The following argument describes a semi-Cohen algebra B of uniform density c+ that 
cannot be embedded into a Cohen algebra. 
Let P be a forcing for adding a modulo finite increasing chain of functions from o 
into the rationals Q of length c+. Then B=B(P) is semi-Cohen and since no Cohen 
algebra adds such a chain [12], B does not embed into any C,. To be more precise, 
set P = {z : dam(z) E [c+] <” and there is an integer n, EU such that for a~dom(z) 
Z(CX)E en;}. The ordering is defined by z < w if z is a coordinatewise extension of w 
and for t~<fi both in dam(w) and n, < m<n, we have z(a)(m)<z(fi)(m). Thus, if 
G C P is a generic filter and tl < c+, we can set fX : o ---f Q to be l_{f : (c(, f) E G} and 
we will have a < p < c+ + f&n) < fp(n) for all but finitely many FZ E o. The only thing 
left to prove is the semi-Cohenness of B = B(P). For X 2 c+ define PX = {z E P : dam(z) 
CX}. Then Px is a regular subposet of P, with the projection pr : P + Px defined 
by pr(z) =z IX. Thus, {Px :X E [c+]~} is a club set of regular subposets of P and 
consequently, B = B(P) is semi-Cohen. 
The last example in this section gives a sharper result and provides a completely 
different semi-Cohen algebra. 
Theorem 5.5. There is a semi-Cohen algebra B of uniform density N2 which cannot 
be completely embedded into a Cohen algebra. 
Proof. Let P be Tennenbaum’s forcing for adding a Souslin tree with finite conditions 
[14]. So P = {(t, <t): t is a finite subset of 01 and <( is a tree order on t respecting 
the ordering of ordinals}; we order P by reverse extension. Let the P-term for a Souslin 
tree p bedefined byPI “F=(o~,<T), where <T=U{<~:(~,<~)EG}“. 
Lemma 5.6. (1) B(P) 2 C,, , 
(2) the completion of P * (r” upside down) is isomorphic to C,,, 
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(3) B(P * S) 2 C,,) where 3 is a P-name for the forcing that makes ? special, 
cf [31. 
Proof. (1) is a consequence of both (2) and (3). The proofs of (2) and (3) are similar; 
we prove (3). 
All we have to show by Theorem 4.2 is that the algebra B(P * J?) is semi-Cohen, The 
forcing P * J? has a dense subset D = {(t, ct, f) : (t, -ct) E P and f : t + o is a function 
such that u < f /I + f(a) # f(p)}, ordered by reverse extension. Let D, = { (t, < I, f) f 
D:t<a}. 
It is enough to show that for a limit ordinal cx E cc)1 the poset D, is a regular subposet 
of D. Then {Da : CI E WI limit} is a club subset of regular subposets of D, proving the 
semi-Cohenness of B(P * L?). So fix a E co1 limit. We define the projection pr : E -+ D, 
for a dense set ECD. Let E={(t,<,,f)ED:Vj3Etncc if there is a yEt such that 
p<(y and f(y)=n then there is yetnm such that Bcty and f(y)=n}. 
Obviously, E CD is dense and a function pr : E + D, defined by pr(t, ct, f) = (t n ct, 
<r r cc*, f [ cc) is a projection. Cl 
By a similar argument as in the lemma, the algebra B(P * _J? * 0) is isomorphic to 
C wI, where 2 is (forced to be) a four-element algebra with two atoms x, 1 - x and 
1 kpx 111 “0 is the forcing ? upside down”, 1 11~ 1 --x IF, “0 is the f-specialization 
forcing”. 
Finally, we are in a position to define the complete algebra B witnessing the statement 
of the theorem. We let B = B(R) where R is the finite support iteration 
where UO = C,, , for 0 < a < w2 we have B(R, ) Z C,, and at stage a, 0 < CI < 02, we 
find an isomorphism i, : B(R,) --) B(P), get an R,- name $ for a Souslin tree and set 
ri, =X, * 0, as above, that is, X, has two atoms x, and 1 -x, and x, Ih, ‘Y& is the 
forcing with t upside down” and 1 -x, IkxZ “& is the &specialization forcing”. 
We have B= IJ,,,, B,, where B, =B(R,). 
Lemma 5.7. B is a semi-Cohen algebra of uniform density N2. 
Proof. By induction on c( E 02 we prove that B, is a semi-Cohen algebra of uniform 
density Nt, i.e. B, % C,, . At limits steps, we use Theorem 4.2, and at successor steps, 
we apply the observation following the previous lemma. Then lemma follows imme- 
diately from Theorem 4.2. 0 
Lemma 5.8. B cannot be completely embedded into a Cohen algebra. 
Proof. Assume, for contradiction, that it can be. Then B can be embedded into C,, 
and we can consider B as a complete subalgebra of C,z. The following can be proved 
by a simple closure argument. 
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Claim 5.9. The set C = {x E w2 : B, c C,} 2 w2 is closed unbounded. 
Even better. we have 
Claim 5.10. The set D = {a E C : f or no condition p E C,, p decides the statement 
“& E G”> contains a club in ~2. 
Proof. First, define a B-name f for a function from cc)2 to (0, l} by B IF “f(x) = 1 iff 
i-, E 6”. Obviously, 
(*) B II “f is a C&-generic function over the ground model”. 
Now assume that the set C -D is stationary. For any a E C -D, let py E C, decide 
the statement “x1 E G”. There exist a stationary set S & C - D and a p E C,, such 
that for every cx ES we have p = pl. Then p II “f 1 S belongs to the ground model”, 
contradicting (*) since the set S is infinite. Hence, D contains a closed unbounded 
set. 0 
Now fix an ordinal u ED. We have B, Greg C, and so t is a C-name for an 
ml-tree. We reach a contradiction: 
Case I: There is p E C, such that p II-c, “t has a cofinal branch”. Since s( ED, 
we have p.(l -x,)#O in C,>. Also, 1 -x,Ik~ “$ is a special tree”. By upwards 
absoluteness, p (1 - x,) kc,,, “2 is a special tree with a cofinal branch”. It follows 
that wi must be collapsed, contradicting C.C.C. of C,,. 
Case II: C, Il- “2 has no cofinal branches”. Then C,, 11 “2 has no cofinal branches” 
since the residue forcing Co)? : C, is Cohen and as such does not add branches to 
Aronszajn trees (Lemma 4.7). However, xa I~B “2 has a cofinal branch”, so by upwards 
absoluteness x, lk~,,~~ “i$ has a cofinal branch”, contradiction. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.5. q 
The following example shows that Theorem 4.5 fails for Cohen algebras: 
Theorem 5.11. There exists an increasing w-chain of the Cohen algebras B,, with 
B, Greg B,+I, whose union is not a Cohen algebra. 
Proof. Let P be the forcing notion from Theorem 5.1. A generic G on P yields 
02 functions {gX : CY <02} from UJ into o. For each n and each cx <02, let g&k) = 
g,(k) mod2”, and let G, = {gr,n : c(-cw~}. 
We have V[G]= V[{G n : n E o}], and for all n <m, V[G,] c V[G,]. 
Let P,, be the forcing with finite conditions that adjoins 02 functions from w into 
2”. B(P,) is a Cohen algebra; we claim that G, is a generic on P,: 
If D is an open dense set in P,, let E be the set of all conditions whose projection 
belongs to D. As E is dense in P, it follows that G, is generic on P. 
Hence, B(P) is the limit of a regular w-chain of Cohen algebras. q 
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The limit B(P) in the above proof is embeddable into a Cohen algebra. By taking 
instead the forcing P described in the comments following the proof of Theorem 5.1, 
we obtain a regular w-chain of Cohen algebras whose limit B is not embeddable into 
a Cohen algebra. In this case, each B, has density > (2No)+. 
6. Pseudo-Cohen algebras 
Looking for other classes of algebras which share some of the properties of C,, we 
arrive at the following generalization of Definition 1.1. 
Definition 6.1. An algebra B of uniform density is pseudo-Cohen if the set S = {A E 
[B]O : A Greg B} is stationary. 
By Lemma 3.4, pseudo-Cohen algebras are C.C.C. and all reals added by them are in 
a Cohen-generic extension of the ground model. However, the class of pseudo-Cohen 
algebras does not have most of the closure properties of the semi-Cohen class. While 
it is closed under regular subalgebras (Theorem 6.2 below), it is not closed under 
products or iterations, since the nature of the witness set S may vary. 
Theorem 6.2. If B is pseudo-Cohen and if A is a regular subalgebra of uniform 
density then A is pseudo-Cohen. 
Proof. Follows closely the proof of Theorem 4.1. 0 
The following generalizes Theorem 4.3: 
Theorem 6.3. The following are equivalent: 
(a) B is a pseudo-Cohen algebra. 
(b) there is an No-distributive forcing P such that P I1 “B is Cohen”. 
(c) the first player does not have a winning strategy in the game 3. 
Proof. (a) implies (b): Let B be a pseudo-Cohen algebra as witnessed by a set S and 
let P be the standard forcing for shooting a club through S, namely P = {f : f is a 
function from some CI + 1 <ot to S which is increasing and continuous with respect 
to c}, ordered by extension. The forcing P collapses (BI to RI and is No-distributive. 
In VP the algebra B has size Ni and a club subset of regular subalgebras, therefore, it 
is Cohen by Theorem 4.2. 
(b) implies (a): Let P 11 “B is a Cohen algebra” for some No-distributive forcing P. 
Fix a function f : B’” --+ B. We must produce a countable regular subalgebra A of B 
closed under f. Such an algebra certainly exists in the generic extension by P, where 
B is Cohen. But since P does not add any countable subsets of B, such a subalgebra 
A exists already in the ground model. 
(a) implies (c): Let o be a strategy for the player I in the game 9 associated with 
a pseudo-Cohen algebra B. Since the witness set S is stationary, we can fix a large 
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regular cardinal 0 and a countable submodel M + (He, E , B, 0) with A4 I-B Greg B. 
Since the model M is closed under a, there is a play of 9 in which player I uses a, 
and in which the second player picks all the elements of M n B. This shows that a is 
not a winning strategy for the player I. 
(c) implies (a): Left to the reader. 0 
Pseudo-Cohenness is preserved by proper forcing extensions: 
Proposition 6.4. If B is pseudo-Cohen and W is a proper-forcing extension of the 
universe then W k B is pseudo-Cohen. 
Proof. The witness S from Definition 6.1 remains stationary in W. q 
We complete this section by giving an example of a pseudo-Cohen algebra that is 
not semi-Cohen. Fix a set {I, : cx < 01 limit}, where I, : o + cI is an increasing sequence 
of ordinals converging to c(. Fix S c 01 co-stationary and let Ps = {(f, s) : f is a finite 
function from WI to (0, 1) and s is a finite set of countable ordinals) ordered by 
(g, t) d (f,.s) if f c g, s c t and for every fi E dom(g - f) and every CI ES n S, if 
b E ran(l,) then g(p) = 0. 
In the generic extension by Ps, let F : co1 + (0, 1) be defined by F = U{f : (f, 0) is 
in the generic filter}. By the definition of the ordering on Ps, a countable limit ordinal 
CI is in S just in the case when only finitely many p’s in ran(l,) have F(B) = 1. 
We claim that B(Ps) is a pseudo-Cohen algebra. To show this, it is enough to 
prove that for every a E 01 - S the poset R, = ((f,s) E Ps : s c a, dam(f) c E} c Ps 
is a regular subposet of Ps. Fix an arbitrary condition (f,s) E Ps. We shall produce a 
condition (g, t) E R, such that any extension of it in R, is compatible with (f,s) in 
Ps. Let x=snS - CI and y={fl<a:fi$dom(f) and 35~~ BE ran(Zc)}. Thus, the 
set y is finite, because tl $ S. We let g be the extension of f r c( to CXU y such that 
g = 0 on y, and s = t n cc. It is easy to see that (g,s) is as required. 
Thus, B(Ps) is a pseudo-Cohen algebra. If the set 5’ c WI is chosen stationary co- 
stationary, it is not difficult to prove that B(Ps) is not semi-Cohen and B(Ps) x B(P,, -_s) 
is not pseudo-Cohen. Thus we have: 
Theorem 6.5. There exists a pseudo-Cohen algebra that is not semi-Cohen. 
We can also show that the algebra constructed by VeliEkoviC in [15] for adding a 
Kurepa tree by a C.C.C. forcing from q co1 is also pseudo-Cohen. 
7. Potentially Cohen algebras 
Generalizing properties (c) in Theorem 4.3 and (b) in Theorem 6.2 we arrive at the 
following notion: 
Definition 7.1. An algebra B of uniform density is potentially Cohen if there is an 
oi-preserving forcing notion such that Q It “B is a Cohen algebra”. 
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Every pseudo-Cohen algebra is potentially Cohen. In this section we investigate the 
converse. We prove: 
Theorem 7.2. (CH) Every potentially Cohen algebra is pseudo-Cohen. 
Theorem 7.3. (MA + XH) The measure algebra is potentially Cohen. 
Notice that the measure algebra is not pseudo-Cohen, since it does not add Cohen 
reals. Thus, Theorem 7.3 proves the necessity of the CH assumption in Theorem 7.2 
and shows that in general, potential Cohenness of an algebra is a considerably weaker 
property. Indeed, the only significant properties of an algebra B implied by its potential 
Cohenness without further assumptions seem to be included in the following simple 
lemma. 
Lemma 7.4. Zf B is a potentially Cohen algebra, then B is C.C.C. and not No-distri- 
butive. 
Proof. Let B be potentially Cohen and Q I1 “B is Cohen”, for some wi-preserving 
forcing Q. If A C B is an uncountable antichain, then A remains uncountable in VQ, 
contradicting C.C.C. of B. So the algebra B is C.C.C. If B were No-distributive, then there 
would be a Souslin tree T such that B(T) Greg B. Then Q Ik “B(T) dreg B g C, for 
some K” and since the uniform density of B( T) is Ni, by Theorem 4.2 Q 11 B(T) 2 C,, . 
So in the generic extension by Q, forcing with the ml-tree T adds reals. Consequently 
Q Il- “B(T) collapses cc)1 and so B(T) y C,,“, contradiction. q 
Proof of Theorem 7.2. Assume that B is a potentially Cohen poset as witnessed by an 
oi-preserving forcing Q. First, we treat the special case when IBI = NI. Let us enumer- 
ateB={p,:a~o~}.WeshallshowthatthesetS={~<o~:B~={p,:a~~}6,,B} 
is a stationary subset of 01, which proves the pseudo-Cohenness of the poset B. Indeed, 
in the forcing extension VQ we will have S = {/I < 01 : BP = { px : CI < /?} < reg B} and 
since VQ k “B is a Cohen algebra”, the set S contains a closed unbounded subset 
in VP. Consequently, S is stationary in V. 
In the case of a poset B of higher cardinality, we have to prove that the set 
S={AE[B]~:A Greg B} is stationary. So let f : Bcw --+ B be an arbitrary function. 
We shall produce an element of the set S closed under f. 
Lemma 7.5. (CH) There is a regular subalgebra Al of B of size N1 closed under the 
function f. 
Proof. Choose a large regular cardinal K and a submodel M + H, of size N1 such 
that f ,B EM and [Mlw CM. This is possible since the Continuum Hypothesis holds. 
Now any maximal antichain X of the poset BnM is an antichain in B and so is 
countable. Therefore, X EM and by elementarity X is a maximal antichain of B. Con- 
sequently, the algebra AI = M n B dreg B is as required. q 
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Let At be as in Lemma 7.5. Now Q 11 ‘At Greg B dreg B and so At is a regular 
subalgebra of a Cohen algebra and by Theorem 4.2, At is a Cohen algebra itself”. Thus, 
Ar is potentially Cohen. By the first part of the proof, At is pseudo-Cohen and there 
is a countable subposet A 6,, Al closed under the function f. So, A <,, Al Greg B 
is as required. 0 
Proof of Theorem 7.3. Assume MA + c > N1. The theorem will follow from these two 
lemmas. 
Lemma 7.6. (MA + XH) There is an wl-preserving forcing Q such that Q lb 
“Cf(?) = 0”. 
Lemma 7.7. (MA + XH) For any family {B, : c( <K} of positive Bore1 sets, where 
K < c, there are positive closed sets Ci : i < w such that Vu < K 3 i < w Ci c B,. 
Let a forcing Q be as in Lemma 7.6. Then Q It “the measure algebra B from 
the ground model has a countable dense set”. To see this, in the ground model we 
enumerate B as (B, : u < c), choosing Bore1 representatives for each equivalence class. 
By Lemma 7.7, for each ordinal K < c there are closed positive sets Cr : i <a such that 
QU<K 3 i <co CT c B,. Now if Q I1 “(Kj :j<w) is a sequence converging to c’“, then 
Q 11 “{C:’ : i, j < w} is a countable dense subset of B”. Thus, the forcing Q witnesses 
the fact that the measure algebra B is potentially Cohen. 
Proof of Lemma 7.6. Let 3 = {A c 9&(c) : 3y E S,>( c)Kx E A y g x} be the ideal of 
bounded subsets of P)N)( c). Since c > Nt , the ideal 3 is proper and &-complete. We 
define the forcing Q to be the set of all trees T of finite sequences of elements of 
9$(c) such that the tree T has a trunk t and for each sequence s E T extending t the 
set A, = {y E 9&(c) : s-(y) E T} is not in the ideal 3. In the spirit of Namba forcing 
proofs [ 131, one can argue that Q preserves Nr . Also, if G c Q is a generic filter, 
then in Y[G], the set U G is an o-sequence of sets which are of cardinality Nt in the 
ground model and whose union exhausts all of c’. Since by MA + -CH, cf(c) > 01 
in V, the suprema of these sets are smaller than 6’ and converge to c’. 0 
Proof of Lemma 7.7. Let us recall one of the definitions of the amoeba forcing: 
A = {(@,a) :0<6 < 1 is a real number and 
fl C[O, l] is an open set of measure<6}. 
The order is defined by (fi, 6) 3 (9,~) if y 6 6 and 0 c 9. The forcing A is known 
to be cr-linked and so a finite support product A” of cc) copies of A is C.C.C. 
Fix a family {B, : u < K} of positive Bore1 sets of reals, where K< c. For u< K we 
define sets D, C AW by p ED, iff 3 i < o p(i) = (0,6) for some real 6 E (0, l] and an 
open set B such that [0, l] - Co c B,. It is easy to see that for cz < rc the set D - a c A” is 
open dense: if p E A” and u < K, then one can choose an integer i with i $ support(p) 
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and a closed positive set C 2 B,. Then q = p U {(i, ([0, l] - C, 1))) is a condition in 
D, which is smaller than p. 
Also, for an integer i E w define a dense subset Ei c AW by p E Ei if p(i) = (Co, 6) 
for some 6<1. 
By Martin’s Axiom there is a filter G c A@ meeting all the dense sets D, : c( -=c K and 
E, : i<o. For i<w we define a closed set Ci = [0, l] - U{&: (i, (0,l)) E G}. Since the 
filter G meets all the Ei’S, the sets Ci are positive. Since the filter meets all the sets 
D,, for every LX < K there is an integer i such that Ci c B,. 0 
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